Precedence: ROUTINE
Date: 6/05/2009
To: San Francisco
From: San Francisco
Squad: Oakland RA
Contact: 
Approved By: 
Drafted By: 
Case ID #: (U) 806H-SF-143725 (Pending)
Title: [X] DOMAIN MANAGEMENT 
SENSITIVE INVESTIGATIVE MATTER
Synopsis: (U//FOUO) To document case closure.
Details: [X] The mission of Squad San Francisco Intelligence Branch, is to develop domain awareness through a systematic domain management process. To that effect, the IAs assigned to Squad seek to intelligence collection. As part of this investigative matter, Squad reviewed existing intelligence related to the within the San Francisco domain.

[X] In connection with various investigations it has been observed that groups and individuals in opposition to the US and the US government. This assessment is intended to determine whether

[X] During the course of the investigation San Francisco completed a Domain Intelligence Note addressing the topic and
To: San Francisco  From: San Francisco

Discussing the information obtained during the investigation, San Francisco assessed the matter to be sensitive investigative matter because of the foreseeable collection of information obtained through other investigations.

(U//FOUO) This assessment was classified as a Sensitive Investigative Matter because of the foreseeable collection of information relating to...
To: San Francisco


LEAD(s):

Set Lead 1: (Action)

SAN FRANCISCO

AT OAKLAND RA

Close captioned case.
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